
THE KONGU CONVENTION CENTRE
TAMIL NADU,INDIA           |                    INSTITUTIONAL                  

The Kongu Convention Centre consists of  a multipurpose hall, one of  the largest in India with a seating capacity of  4500 per-
sons. Alternatively it has one indoor basket ball court and four indoor badminton courts which are used as sports hall. The 
building follows a massive geometric form culminating into an athletic arena. It has  facilities for Conference halls , Seminar 
halls , Training centre , Guest rooms and VIP rooms , offices , High-tech audio Visual facilities for Global conferencing , Caf-
eteria , Offices etc. 

The basic form of  the Auditorium has been inspired from the Garuda (eagle) in flight. In Hindu religion, Garuda is a Hindu de-
ity usually the mount (Vahanam) of  Lord Vishnu, having a body of  a strong man with a white face, red wings, and an eagle’s 
beak and with a crown on his head. The form of  the auditorium evolves from the shape of  the Garuda.  The building’s wing is 
intended longer & massive (resembling the body of  an eagle) while both the side wings having a lesser volume with cut-outs 
for efficient light & ventilation for outdoor public interaction spaces. 

DESIGN 
APPROACH

PROJECT BRIEF

“One of the largest Convention Centres in India”



The basic form of  the Auditorium has been inspired from the Garuda (eagle) in flight. In Hindu religion, Garuda is a Hindu de-
ity usually the mount (Vahanam) of  Lord Vishnu, having a body of  a strong man with a white face, red wings, and an eagle’s 
beak and with a crown on his head. The form of  the auditorium evolves from the shape of  the Garuda.  The building’s wing is 
intended longer & massive (resembling the body of  an eagle) while both the side wings having a lesser volume with cut-outs 
for efficient light & ventilation for outdoor public interaction spaces. 

In order to keep the complications of  mechanical ventilation, air-conditioning, acoustics and illumination at bay, the structure 
was originally conceived to be shelter only the roof. However, subsequently as the innovations in design was acknowledged 
by the management, it was decided to incorporate the conventional centre with all modern facilities and world class ameni-
ties. 

EVOLUTION 
OF FORM

“Inspired from a “Garuda in flight” Kongu convention centre  is one of the largest indoor arena”  



The main auditorium is flanked by 2 additional seating aisles which augment the capacity of  the auditorium when required 
and in general, acts as courts for indoor sports.  When the building is not in use as an auditorium it functions as an indoor 
sports complex for various sports activities throughout the year. This becomes possible with the help of  a flexible seating ar-
rangement that are not fixed to the floor in areas allotted for sports activities. 

Ensuring optimum acoustic insulation, the convention hall has been cladded in cost effective perforated gypsum boards to 
cut the reverberation time. Level 2 lighting as per International standards has been provided, to be used when the auditorium 
is in use for sports activities and National Level competitions. Provision of  stage lights and spot lights are also in accordance 
for national level performances.

PLANNING

“Gigantic convention centre lends iconic character to Kongu engineering campus”  

RCC framed structure integrated with steel trusses envelope the roof  of  the conventional hall. A network of  trusses compris-
ing of, primary, secondary and tertiary enable the structure to aid a large column free spaces up to 50 metres. Double trusses 
have been used to span over the Central auditorium. The wings (left and right) primarily supported on the intermediate truss 
provide access to the Central spine without any hindrance.

STRUCTURE



An efficient system of  ventilation facilitates the hot air to move up and escape 
through the clerestory windows. Additionally fresh cool air is circulated from the 
ducted air cooled system. Light wells located on top of  stairwells at the primary 
entrances infuse the circulation and pre-functional spaces with natural lighting 
throughout the day. 

The use of  hollow blocks for the multi-purpose hall, grid pavers for car parks and 
solar lighting aim to minimize the energy consumption of  the campus. 

SUSTAINIBILITY

“Less is more – brings richness in functionality for the multi-purpose convention centre”  
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